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The pattern of Ma’mul
Ma’amoul (Arabic:

I was requested to write about ma’mul. That’s to say, not just
ma‘amul) are small shortbread pas-

tries filled with dates, pistachios or walnuts (or occasionally

to write about the word but to attempt to understand its etymology and its origins.

almonds, figs, or other fillings). They are popular in Levantine

Why should I do it? What is the destination? What will I dis-

cuisine and in the Gulf countries. They may be in the shape

cover? Will it be the seed from which the entire world sprouted?

of balls or of domed or flattened cookies. They can either be

Where should I stop? If I analyze and parse to reveal the core,

decorated by hand or be made in special wooden moulds.

shall I have anything left to hold on?

Many households keep a stock of them all year round, but

Then I was told that this special edition of the reader is about

they are particularly used on religious festivals. Muslims eat

ma’amul and about tiles and all that they signify. What is the

them at night during Ramadan, and Arabic Speaking Chris-

connection? Well, after a moment of reflection and observa-

tians eat them at Easter. In Lebanese and Egyptian Jewish

tion of a ma’amul and a tile, the connection is very clear.

communities, ma’amoul with nut fillings are eaten on Purim,
and ma’amoul with date fillings are eaten on Rosh Hashanah

The pattern, the patterning, the structurality.

and Hanukkah. They are very popular also among the Palestinians, and highly demanded in the Gulf States, where you
can find packed and commercial versions of the pastry.

Both of them have a pattern, a template, a cliché, which
characterizes them. Having understood that, I can say right
away: Ma’amul is a tasty object, it is basic, simple, it doesn’t

Wikipedia - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ma’amoul

have many ingredients, it is sweet, succulent, it is easily eaten,
well digested. It is also with no doubt an Arab pastry and an
Arab word.
Before I pursue the subject farther, I will try to write a brief
preface about a facet of the Semitic languages. The common
quality of them all - at least those which are extant today, Arabic and Hebrew, is that each of their words (at least the great
majority of them) is constructed out of a root and a pattern.
As a consequence, we may define the Semitic languages as
a puzzle constructed of two main elements or building stones
- three-letter roots and patterns (some would call it morphemes). Beyond the three letters of the root, all the rest of

the letters, which are responsible for lengthening of the vowel
(Ya, Waw and Alif –

be constructed on its basic, is the simplest past tense verb

), are usually parts of the second ele-

ment - the morphemes/patterns.

(Fa’ala). All the patterns, verbal and nominal, are usually
analyzed according to the letters of this root.

In the Semitic languages, it is common to divide the pat-

If we analyze the word ma’amul (

), any speaker of a

terns into those of verbs (called verbal patterns) and those of

Semitic language will grasp immediately that its root is ‘A-m-l

nouns (called nominal patterns). In Arabic, there are 28 letters

(

including vowels and, in my opinion about a hundred noun

and in this case almost the only meaning of this combination

and verbal morphemes (the count of 10 verbal ones is a con-

of the root letters is “did” or “worked”. The word ‘amal (

sensus and some would say up to 1000 nominal ones).

is a verb in the past tense, whose meaning is simply “did” or

A mathematician may calculate how many possible combinations (in practice, words) of roots (stems) moulded into

So one could proclaim that we are talking about a collection
of patterns, clichés. If so, an infinity of constructions are cre-

). The primary meaning
)

“made” or “worked”: what can be more basic than that? Either one does or does not.

patterns may be produced. As I have no mathematical inclinations, I have not attempted this task.

) and its pattern is maf’ul (

So, if we come back to Ma’amul (

), the mold (meaning

the pattern) of ma’mul is on the basic of maf’ul (

). The

meaning of the pattern itself is a thing, which was made, any
action that was done.

ated from a combination of those letters (3 at a time mostly)

In order to understand the nature of this pattern, and the

poured into a certain mould or template. If we liken the phe-

beauty semantic world of Arabic at the same time, let us take

nomenon of language to the action of a tile maker, we pour

a very common root – K-T-B, in past tense Kataba (

the three –letter roots into one of the existing moulds. Obvi-

means to write and in past tense “wrote” of course. When put

ously, the mould (pattern) itself has mostly a general signifi-

(moulded) in the pattern Maf’ul (

cance beyond the esthetical one. It is also obvious that the

(

three-letter root has a much more definite significance of its

destiny. Destiny?Yes, destiny, because “our” destiny has been

own.

prewritten by God.

We may tag the different templates according to the basic
three root letters F-’A –L–

) – which

) – it becomes Maktub

), meaning: something that has been written, a letter,

If we take the basic verb ‘amal (

) we will see that the

(whose meaning is –acted)

meaning of the pattern ma’amul is simply-”done”, “been

which were fixed arbitrarily by linguists dealing with Semitic

made”. A speaker of Arabic who hears this word, without any

languages in order to explain different phenomena, as the

connection to dessert or holiday cookies, understands simply

one I’m trying to explain here. The simplest pattern, which

that something has been done and it is now finished. Some-

also affords us the widest vocabulary of words that may

thing like ‘done deal’ or ‘done deed’. It is difficult to avoid

the immediate association of a (word) root, which has been

cooked, a cooked object. For the information of those who

poured into a mould, and now it is done (exactly like a tile).

don’t know about this dish, almost every Moroccan/Algerian/

As a taste of the way an Arab perceives this word, look at the

North African in general meal is served with this amazing, but

following sentences:” would you like to have a done, honey?

this hot, so simple gravy cooked for six hours from the ingre-

“A done would fit me perfectly right now”. “Put on the done

dients of tomatoes, garlic and a little sharp pepper. There is

some sugar powder, will you?

no doubt about the primary and ancient quality of this dish.

In Semitic languages the pattern is all. The Semitic seman-

The name is given to this dish as if it is the first thing that was

tic universe in made of these few patterns or moulds and the

cooked as the basic of all the other cooked dishes. By the way,

fitting of those three-letter roots into the patterns. A word of

the “matbukha” is mainly eaten after it has cooled (we will

non-Semitic origin either does not fit one of the familiar pat-

not let the fact that tomatoes were introduced to the east only

terns or the root word has more than three letters (rare).

close to the year 1800 to confuse us, right?).

I laboured long and hard to find the origin of the word in

After exploring, although superficially, the world of patterns

ancient cooking books, history books and dictionaries, but my

and roots, I find it hard to leave the reader and myself without

labour were in vain. A Palestinian friend who saw my disap-

analyzing the term “pattern” itself (mould, cliché, In Arabic-

pointment, said: “Fool that you are, don’t you realize that you

kaleb (

).

have succeeded? The fact you haven’t found the origin is a

The keen-sighted among you, even if not speakers of a

firm proof that this food is as ancient as the world itself, or at

Semitic language, will have located the threesome root – K-L-B

least as old as mankind. The primary significance of the root

(

‘a-m-l (

).

) and its fitting into one of the simplest patterns ex-

What is the meaning of kalb, of the root k-l-b? The beauty of

isting shows us intuitively that here is a primary ancient word.

it is that the meaning of the noun kalb is centre, core, heart.

As if ma’amul was the first object made by Man. Who knows?

The meaning of the verb in the past tense (as in the simple

Perhaps ma’amul is the first cake on earth, at least in this part

form we analyzed before in Ma’mul) is surprisingly enough

of the world.

“to reverse” (and not to be hearted or be at the centre as one

Let me point out another dish whose name is of the same
pattern: the “Matbukha”. Exactly the same pattern as ma’amul
(the pattern maf’ul –

would might expect).
And, wonder of wonders, in the word pattern itself the

). But it has the feminine form as

order of things in the world is reversed. The pattern is now the

witness the “a” ending. (Let us proclaim, then, the ma’amul

heart itself and the inside of the heart - the letters of the root-

as masculine).

make the pattern. The form has become (this is suggested by

The root “T-B-KH” (

) means to cook. “matbukha”- been

the basic verb constructed from the root) the content and the

content has become the form, as if to tell us: We will never
know what was first and what is more important, more essential, the content or the form, the pattern or the root, the inside
or the outside.
And believe me, anyone who has tasted of the ma’mul,
when the mixture of dough, semolina and sugar (the form) is
crowding in the mouth and then arrives the touch of dates and
nuts (the content) - all the senses are confused and it is impossible to know which is the more tasty, the heart or the pattern.
And that is without taking into account those who are afraid to
take a ma’amul into their mouth, so as not, God forbid, to destroy the pattern of the pretty ornament outside. Those simply
let it be, looking at the ornamental object in the museum of
their plate.

The traditional floor tiles have been part of the building crafts
in Palestine for long time. Introduced at the beginning of the
second decade of the twentieth century (1912), they were
found during the same period in Syria and Lebanon and were
common to most Mediterranean countries. In Palestine, the
tiles were used mostly in urban architecture and by the midthirties most, if not all, urban houses featured colour cement
tiled floors.
The Qassisiyeh brothers started the first floor tile factory in
Palestine in Jerusalem in 1912. The machineries were shipped
from Italy, while the moulds (clichés) were imported at the
beginning from Italy, Germany and Spain, but later made by
local blacksmiths.
The Qassisiyeh brothers remained open until 1969. Two
years after the Israeli occupation of East Jerusalem, Qassisiyeh
had to close down his factory.
(Abstract from the “The traditional floor tiles in Palestine”
published by Riwaq Centre for Architectural Conservation,
Ramallah, Palestine - 2000)

Only two traditional factories throughout Palestine are producing beautiful handmade tiles today. One is located at the
outskirts of the old city of Nablus, the Jalal Aslan Tile Factory.
They produced the floor of Bait al Karama using a traditional
cliché. The Jalal Aslan Tile Factory has the most complete collection of clichés of traditional Palestinian tiles.

Cliché: a word as a background noise, an imprint that is repeated,
the matrix which transfers the relief on paper and not only on
paper. As when you impress a stamp you hear a recognizable
sound, always the same, if the pressure is mechanical, other, if
the pressure is that of a human wrist.
Cliché: a word as a background noise, which mimics the sound
of the impression that repeats itself, the matrix that gives
shape to the tile.
Cliché: a word concerning the simplified view of a place, an
object, a person or group of people, to categorize that place,
that object, that person or group of people, then cliché becomes
a word that contains an opinion.
However, the above definitions are not worth anything, if we
decide that:
Cliché is a repeated dance step, which makes a certain sound
(not noise), that leaves an imprint in the memory of the dancer
or the beholder. Then, everyone can play the sound (not noise)
freely, at any time, not just during a dance.
Cliché: a shared background rhythm, which defines the identity of
a person or group of people, which contains judgments but also
faces, eyes, bodies, food, music, books, lands, trees, landscapes.
Cliché is the permanent revolution of meaning of sound of
identity.

BAK Reader is a meta-narration that attempts to trace the
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connections between our journey with the project Bait al
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KARAMA, the city of Nablus and Palestine in general.
The Reader is a place where our poetic look and direct experience is unfolding.
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Along the path of a long process based project, an infinitive
number of details, of possibilities, of thoughts, are naturally
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destined to be surpassed and left aside. Each sidewalk can
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initiate a potential chain of analogies and poetical associations
of forms and meanings.
With BAK Reader we commit to a periodic activity of drifting into the unexplored directions that we encounter as Bait
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al KARAMA is taking shape. By letting elements guide us
through a web of open associations and visual suggestions,
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our attempt is to weave together miscellaneous threads into a
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canvas of other narratives and poetical possibilities.
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Finally BAK Reader is a creative tool for us to endure a vivid
gaze into the overwhelming milieu of Nablus and beyond.
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